For a given collection of distinct arguments~ = ( 1 ; : : : ; t ), multiplicitiesk = (k 1 ; : : : ; k t ); and a real interval I = U; V ] containing zero, we are interested in determining the smallest r for which there is a power series f(x) = 1 + P 1 n=1 a i x i with coe cients a i in I, and roots 1 = re 2 i 1 ; : : : ; t = re 2 i t of order k 1 ; : : : ; k t respectively. We denote this by r(~ ;k; I).
Introduction
For a xed, closed, interval I := U; V ] containing zero, we let F I denote the set of real power series For a vector of arguments~ = ( 1 ; : : : ; t ) and vector of multiplicitiesk = (k 1 ; : : : ; k t ), we let R(~ ;k; I) denote the set of positive real numbers, r, for which there is a series in F I with roots at 1 = re 2 i 1 ; : : : ; t = re 2 i t ; of multiplicity k 1 ; : : : ; k t respectively and, when R(~ ;k; I) is non-empty, de ne r(~ ;k; I) to be the in mum of this set.
By a kth order root of f(x) we mean of course an such that f( ) = f 0 ( ) = = f (k?1) ( ) = 0. By symmetry x 7 ! x we can clearly restrict our attention to 0 i 1=2 (and in the case of a single argument and symmetric intervals I to 0 1=4, from x 7 ! ?x).
In 2] we computed the smallest simple root on a single ray, Boris Solomyak 5] having previously considered this problem for 0; 1] power series. In 1] we computed the smallest kth order real root of a ?1; 1] power series for k 27 (the real case necessarily gives the smallest kth order root). Solomyak 6] had in fact earlier shown that the smallest double real root of a ?1;1] power series is :6491, which he used to show that the distribution of the random series P 1 n=0 n (where the plus and minus signs are chosen independently each with a probability 1/2) has L 2 density for a.e. in (1=2; 1). In a private communication he conjectured that the smallest complex double root of a ?1;1] power series was substantially larger than the smallest double real root, in particular suggesting that it was probably of absolute value at least 1= p 2, which would have implications for the complex analogue of his result. We thus focus our computational attention on r( ; 2; ?1;1]), the size of the smallest double root of a ?1;1] power series lying on a given ray. Our computations of the value of r( ; 2; ?1;1]) for rational of denominator less than fty suggest that that the minimum value in the complex case is actually close to r(4=29; Since we are thus working safely inside the unit circle an appeal to compactness ensures that for our purposes r(~ ;k; I) is always achieved. A; for n 6 2 S(~ ;k;Ñ); then r = r(~ ;k; I). Moreover any additional power series in F I with roots of order k i at the extremal i must have these same coe cients c n for n 6 2 S(~ ;k;Ñ).
We remark that (as will be apparent from the proof) the Structure Theorem in fact still holds if we allow the coe cients a n to lie in variable intervals B n ?A n ; B n + A n ] containing zero, (permitting versions for polynomials of bounded degree and so forth).
Notice that vanishing at~ arguments withk multiplicities amounts really to solving M(~ ;k) equations (the real and imaginary parts of f j (re 2 i l ), j = 0; : : : ; k l ? 1; l = 1; : : : ; t). This simple observation is the main idea behind Theorem 1. Moreover (assuming that the extremal series has at least (M ? 1) non-dependent coe cients strictly inside I), for a choice of exponentsÑ, the Structure Theorem allows us to straightforwardly test whether we have picked the correct exponents. Since the values of the a n for n not in S(~ ;k;Ñ) are determined from the Theorem we can use (M ?1) of the M equations to eliminate the (M ?1) unknown coe cients a N i (along with any other remaining a n with n 2 S(~ ;k;Ñ)) from the remaining equation, solve the result for r, and then, by checking whether this value of r leads to a n in I for all the missing n 2 S(~ ;k;Ñ), decide whether r = r(~ ;k; I). When is rational we have the added advantage that the form of such a power series allows us to reduce to an equivalent polynomial.
If zero is not an end point of I then r(~ ;k; I) is essentially a continuous function of the arguments away from the real axis:
Lemma 2 Let~ = ( ; 2 ; : : : ; t ) with in (0; 1=2) n f 2 ; : : : ; t g. If I = U; V ] with U < 0 < V , or if zero is an end point of I and there is an extremal series for r(~ ;k; I) with M(~ ;k) non zero coe cients a n 1 ; : : : ; a n M (allowed to include a 0 = 1) such that det B(~ ;k;Ñ) 6 = 0,Ñ := (n 1 ; : : : ; n M ), then power series 1 ? P 1 j=1 x jq ), but is not de ned for any irrational (the equations necessary for vanishing at r > 0 and re 2 i clearly requiring cos(2 n ) = 1 for any non-zero coe cients a n in the power series). However in the case of primary interest, r( ; 2; I), it seems reasonable to expect continuity even for one-sided intervals such as I = 0; 1] or ?1; 0]. It is certainly true that none of the points we computed could be discontinuities; since in all cases the extremal series had three coe cients strictly inside I with det B( ; 2;Ñ 0 ) 6 = 0 (as in the statement of Theorem 1).
We now concentrate on computing the size, r( ; 2; I), of the smallest double root on a given non-real ray, for rational arguments . where, writing
we can explicitly write (a n ? B ? A n )x n :
Hence, eliminating the a n in S( ; 2;Ñ), if re 2 i is to be a double root of F then r must be a root of We distinguish two cases; case 1 when N; M and R are all distinct modulo q and the extremal power series is typically unique, and case 2 when N R (mod q) and the extremal series will not be unique. there is an extremal series that can tolerate assigning a n = B +A n for the remaining terms, although we knowingly encountered no such cases in our computations. Notice that if S( ; 2;Ñ) = fN;M; Rg then the extremal power series will be unique. Moreover the following lemma tells us that for some equivalent power series the coefcients indexed by an arithmetic progression mod q can be assumed to have a speci c form;
Lemma 3 Suppose that = p=Q is a rational as above, then there is an extremal and appears from our computations to be true for k = 2 (see Figure 5 ).
The Proofs Proof of Lemma 1
Observe that the polynomial f(x; n; ) := (x 2n ? 2 cos(2 n )x n + 1) a n x n ;
we observe that for suitably large N we can make the derivatives of the remainders h N arbitrarily small; and r = r(~ ;k; I) since no smaller value of r can be achieved with a di erent assignment of coe cientsã n 2 U; V ] for the n 6 2 S(~ ;k;Ñ) (by Descartes' Rule of Signs P(x) has at most one root r > 0, hence P(x) 0 on 0; r], while any di erent con guration of coe cientsã i corresponding to other rootsre 2 i j would lead to aP(x) > P(x) and hence a rootr > r).
Proof of Lemma 2
For a given we write~ = ( ; 2 ; : : : ; t ) andK = (K; Proof: Let f(x) = 1 + P 1 n=1 a n x n be a power series in F I with roots of order k 1 at 1 := re 2 i and of order k j at j := re 2 i j , j = 2; : : : ; t, where r := r(~ ;k; I). Then, with 1 := re 2 i 1 , and W := maxfjUj; jV jg, non zero coe cients a n i with det(~ ;k;Ñ) 6 = 0, one can still obtain an analogue of the rst bound (although now dependent upon the n i ) and hence deduce continuity at that point. 
